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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In the heart of one of America’s most historic landscapes, a power company called Old

                  
power plant ever built in Virginia. The 1,500-megawatt Cypress Creek Power Station would
              !   "  !    
successful English colony in North America, and the tourism center of Colonial Williamsburg.
The company claims the power plant would create jobs and prosperity. But any apparent
                   #
The plant’s 650-foot smokestacks would release pollutants across a wide area that includes
Hampton Roads (with its population of 1.7 million) and Richmond (with about 1.2 million
residents in the city and suburbs).
The power plant would pollute the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries with several
contaminants, including mercury, which taints fish, and nitrogen oxides, which feed
low-oxygen “dead zones.” Public health experts say invisible soot-like particles and other
pollutants from the plant’s smokestacks would put at risk the health of people across the
region. The illnesses and deaths would cost billions of dollars, imposing a heavy burden
on the people of the Chesapeake Bay region.
On December 17, 2008, ODEC applied to the Virginia Department of Environmental
Quality for an air pollution control permit for the plant in Dendron or a nearby alternative
site. The company asked for more time on September 24, 2010, saying it was withdrawing
the permit application and would reapply in 18 to 24 months, when the nation’s economic
and regulatory landscape become clearer.
Since then, the company has indicated its intention to move forward with the project. The
Chesapeake Bay Foundation calls on both Virginia and the federal government to deny any
permit for the Cypress Creek plant, to prevent the sickness, contamination, and costs that
would rise from its smoke stacks.
The plant would create serious public health risks, from:
PARTICULATES: Every year, microscopic soot-like particles from the power plant’s smokestacks
are projected to cause about 442 asthma attacks, as well as 3,340 work days lost to sickness,
40 heart attacks, and an estimated 26 premature deaths across the mid-Atlantic states,
according to energy industry analyst David Schoengold and the Clean Air Task Force, a
           $ #%         
problems is expected to exceed $200 million a year.
OZONE: On hot summer days, the plant’s emissions of nitrogen oxides and volatile organic
compounds will mix with sunlight to form ground-level ozone. This pollution will add
an additional lung irritant to two metropolitan areas that already have a combined 60,000
children suffering from asthma. These areas may soon be out of compliance with new
federal ozone standards, and could lose tens of millions of dollars in federal transportation
funding as a result.
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FLY ASH:          '   
Blackwater River, which is a source of drinking water for the city of Norfolk. This would
  *  '  +       #/9        
could also be in danger.
MERCURY AND OTHER HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS: Every year, the proposed power plant
would be permitted to release up to 44 pounds of mercury and 921 pounds of lead, both
heavy metals that can cause brain damage in children. Among other hazardous air pollutants,
the stacks would also emit 6,800 pounds of benzene and 2,200 pounds of arsenic, which
 <#=#    >  /    *   #
CARBON DIOXIDE: The plant would release 11.7 million tons of carbon dioxide a year. This
greenhouse gas contributes to climate change and rising sea levels, which threaten the
Chesapeake Bay’s sinking shorelines and wetlands. Globally, the World Health Organization
has estimated that climate change is causing more than 150,000 deaths a year from heat
waves, drowning, malnutrition, and other causes.

iStock

All of this potential harm points toward one conclusion: Building this plant is not worth the
risk to human health and the environment. Cleaner sources of energy than coal—including
wind, solar, and other renewables—are available and would be wiser alternatives.
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PARTICULATES

Tom Pelton/CBF Staff

The burning of coal releases microscopic, soot-like particles 30 times smaller than the width
of a human hair.1 The specks are spread by the wind over hundreds of miles,2 contributing
to haze and depositing harmful pollutants when they land.3 When the particles are inhaled,
           ?           !
      '       #4 Their small size allows them
to pass right through the lungs into the bloodstream, where they can contribute to the risk
of heart attacks and cardiovascular illness, according to EPA.5

“This air pollution (from
the ODEC plant) would
have a substantial
negative impact on many
citizens in this area with
asthma. Virginia already
ranks number six in
the nation for mortality
from air pollution, and
    
particularly in such a
   
make us shoot up that
list even further.”
Dr. Stephen W. Shield,
asthma specialist in
Newport News

In the U.S., an estimated 20,000 heart attacks and 13,200 premature deaths per year are
             #6 The annual cost of these
illnesses and deaths has been estimated at between $62 billion7 and $100 billion,8 with the
toll falling heaviest on children and the elderly.9 Overall, if the health and environmental
impacts of coal’s full lifecycle are accounted for—including the costs of extraction, processing,
and combustion—the cost to the U.S. public would be as much as a half trillion dollars
annually.10 Taking all of these costs into account would at least double the price of electricity
generated from coal and make clean energy more economically competitive.11
@J !              9  !
       !          #12
But these devices will not be enough to stop an estimated 1,842 tons of particles from rising
     ?*   *      ?     #13 Working with
numbers supplied by ODEC and a statistical model provided by the Clean Air Task Force,
    =                
sickness and premature death. The damage every year would include an estimated 16 cases
of chronic bronchitis, 23 asthma-related emergency room visits, 26 premature deaths, 40
heart attacks, 442 asthma attacks, 3,340 lost work days, and 19,903 days in which people
will have to reduce their activities because they are sick.14 One third of these health problems
would be in Virginia, with the rest spread across the mid-Atlantic region.15 The total cost to
society of these illnesses and deaths would be about $208 million a year—or
more than $6 billion over a generation (30 years).16

© 2010 Krista Schlyer/iLCP

Air pollution from the ODEC plant would add to the health problems experienced
by the people of Virginia, which already ranks sixth worst in the nation for
          #17 Southeastern Virginia already
           * #%    
> =  !   K L    !  
enough particulates to cause an estimated 1,600 asthma attacks and 94 deaths
a year across the region.18 Pollution from the Yorktown Power Station in York
County causes about 540 asthma attacks and 32 premature deaths a year.19
The Chesapeake Energy Center in Chesapeake, Virginia, discharges enough
particulates to cause an estimated 860 asthma attacks a year and 51 premature
deaths.20

."(        
  
% 
"      
 

Because the proposed Dendron coal plant would add more pollution to an area
      9    !  /  M/  
in Virginia, the Virginia Asthma Coalition, and doctors in Hampton Roads
and Williamsburg have come out in public opposition to the construction of
the plant.21
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Impact of Proposed ODEC Power Plant
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Total Annual Cost: $208 million
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Lucidity Information Design, L.L.C.

Portsmouth

SMOKESTACKS LOOM LARGE OVER
A SOCCER COACH AND HER SON
Amy Paulson, a mother and soccer coach in Chesapeake,
#&%'   (&  & )
   + -)3!
“Left foot… use that left foot!” she shouted from the
sidelines. “Great! You got it!”
Tom Pelton/CBF Staff

After the soccer practice ended, she handed her son, Sam,
an inhaler with the medication albuterol, which he puffs to
manage his asthma.
567()+-  99 +-&
power plant,” she said as her son breathed deeply and
  !56  +- %  3 )&& 
 7 &&  (     9)& 
-  !;  -%' '  +
quality days, he had a lot of trouble playing.”
< 99 =9'9 '-++- -& ) 
 '   9%#&! 9   %
Paulson is right to worry that the plant’s pollution would
&&(  -&      
area, according to Dr. Stephen W. Shield, an asthma and
allergy specialist.
Dr. Shield, who practices in Newport News, Williamsburg,
>- %   9%  9  
and ozone from the plant could trigger asthma attacks and
cause other serious health problems across the region. For
that reason, he said he opposes construction of the plant.
5<  9- '- ( -+  & (9 
on many citizens in this area with asthma,” Dr. Shield
!5#&) -+ ?  
  )9- % 39'
plant—particularly in such a populous area—would make us
 -9   (- !@

)     & %# ( 
"(/01*   
 %      %(
   

< ;-&  #& -
statement that said the ODEC plant’s air pollution would
be too harmful for the state to accept, in part because of
the numerous schools and preschool programs that would
be downwind.
“The proposed Cypress Creek Power Station would impede
&7 + )  9 +X- )
 %@ ;-&  #&
wrote. The plant would “increase the risk of asthma
  %9 ) '  + - (+   %
infant mortality, lung cancer, heart disease, and ischemic
strokes.”

He said it would be wiser for the Commonwealth to look to
cleaner sources of energy.

Tom Pelton/CBF Staff

Dr. Cynthia Kelly, a pediatric asthma and allergy specialist
who practices at the Children’s Hospital of the King’s
Daughters in Norfolk, took the same position.
56'-(  9 %@ !Q)!
5U    - '  ()? 
outdoors, during physical education at school or organized
 (   -   !@
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OZONE
On hot summer days, ground-level ozone forms from pollutants discharged from power
plants, vehicles, and other sources. Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) and nitrogen
oxides mix in sunlight to form a gas22 that can irritate the lungs. This causes a sensation
of burning, as well as asthma attacks, coughing, wheezing, and shortness of breath.23 At
the location and height of the proposed ODEC power plant’s smokestacks, winds in the
summer blow predominantly from the west and southwest.24 Hampton Roads is about
40 miles east of the power plant site, and Williamsburg is about 20 miles northeast of it.
Both are directly downwind from this proposed new source of pollution, and in a “sweet
spot” for the formation of ozone, according to an analysis of the plant’s potential impact
performed for the Chesapeake Bay Foundation by Dr. Jeffrey W. Stehr, Assistant Research
Scientist in the Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Science at the University of
Maryland, College Park.25 Dr. Stehr concluded that the power plant would worsen already
  $       K L #26
More ground-level ozone would likely trigger more asthma attacks.27% /  M
Association has concluded the area cannot afford more air pollution.28 Richmond already
ranks as the number one “Asthma Capital” of the United States, and Virginia Beach is
number 45.29 As many as 40,000 children in the Hampton Roads region, and about 20,000
children in the Richmond metropolitan area, already suffer from asthma.30 Researchers
have concluded that ground-level ozone and particulate pollution aggravate asthma, and
could be one of the factors playing a role in causing it.31

Hampton Roads and Richmond could
face the loss of federal funds for highway
construction—which total $72 million
for Hampton Roads and $32 million for
the Richmond area36     ^_``q
they fail to reduce air pollution to meet
these new federal ozone standards.37,38
Meeting these standards would be harder
with a large new source of air pollution 3(  4  %"%  5(  (  
     +.(   
from the ODEC plant.
  ( 
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$      K  L +                
summer of 2010.32%  9        $    
likely increase if the ODEC plant is built, according to Robert G. Burnley, former Director of
the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality.33 Stricter federal ozone standards could
prompt even more ozone alert days. EPA is scheduled to impose tougher new federal ozone
standards soon, and both the Hampton
Roads area (including Williamsburg) and
the Richmond areas are expected to fail
these standards, according to the Virginia
Department of Environmental Quality.34
When this happens, the proposed ODEC
plant will be surrounded on three sides
by ozone non-attainment areas.35

FLY ASH

Tom Pelton/CBF Staff

The burning of pulverized coal at the ODEC power plant would create about 260,000
   ! '    #39 Fly ash is a powdery
          !          
   9            *   *# %     !    
concentrated, amounts of toxic metals including arsenic and chromium,40 which EPA
    #              
can be used in construction materials) and dispose of the rest in 176 acres of lined
      {      #41

“They should not build
    
    
environmental hazard
waiting to happen. It could
contaminate the water
with arsenic, mercury, and
chromium, among other
metals. ”
Dr. H. Anna Jeng,
Associate Professor of
(  
 =[(  )

    ?            ' 
of the Blackwater River and its tributaries, according to ODEC’s preliminary project
     <#=#/   `__  ' 
maintained by the Federal Emergency Management Agency.42 Virginia’s solid waste
                   ' #43 Toxic
                * 9      
and streams.44 Dr. H. Anna Jeng, Associate Professor of Environmental Health at Old
Dominion University who serves as the Public Environmental Health Representative
on the Virginia State Board of Health, said that depositing ash so close to the water
would be an “environmental hazard”45  '   +      
Blackwater River, which is a source of drinking water for people downstream. The city of
Norfolk draws 1.7 million gallons of water a year out of the Blackwater River as part of a
system that supplies water for approximately 800,000 residents of Norfolk, the Norfolk
Naval Station, Virginia Beach, and Chesapeake. Charles H. Norris, a Colorado-based
     '     <#=# 9 
  !     # "         # |>       
'  *             
  '        !} ~  #46 “Fly ash has contaminated ground
water and surface water all over the country.”

Tom Pelton/CBF Staff

ODEC is proposing to build a dry-ash
          #     
important to note that pollution problems
          
with liners.47 Documented cases of lined
         
of groundwater or waterways have
occurred in Elrama, Pennsylvania; Bangor,
Pennsylvania; Orlando, Florida; Cheshire,
Ohio; Beulah, North Dakota; and Hallam,
Nebraska.48 After decades of little or no
oversight from EPA, the federal agency
        '  
address the pollution risks that come from
disposal of the waste.49
$ %   ( "%"(    (
  (  % ""  
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NEIGHBOR OF PROPOSED FLY-ASH LANDFILL
WORRIES ABOUT POLLUTION

9   '  %+)  
roots of the bald cypress trees that make this area look like
a Louisiana bayou. It is out there that ODEC is proposing
+-3    ^) '  
power plant.
56()'+-  ^)    
of the water that might come from it, especially if there
 )^&%@ 9% [!Z!_
captain.

Tom Pelton/CBF Staff

\ 9 9-   -& (   + 
  ' "(  ])
 - - %#&!

6  7((0 
 +    
/01"(      8 

Copeland, an engineer, said it doesn’t make sense that
= 99 & +-3 -  '9)
^9!`  3   '  
  ^9 ' "( 
tributaries.
And Copeland is not the only one worried about this.
Concerns about the water and air pollution from the plant
( 9  -- )'   
of scientists and physicians across the Chesapeake Bay
region.
!!\&%  ` ( 
  =[(  )% 9 
neighbors are right to raise objections.
5< ) - +- 3 x ^9{%@
!\& !5<   (  |' &
to happen. It could contaminate the water with arsenic,
mercury, and chromium, among other metals.”

5`- &  ))' ' ' 
could come in is not a great idea,” Dr. Rowe said. “If
x   ' {'  - %   
potential for it to harm aquatic life.”

Tom Pelton/CBF Staff

!  9 ;!"'%( <?&  
[(  )}) ( 
Z'    - &9 ^) 
3 % X-  9 9- &3
wetlands.
./01 ( ""(  +  
 . *    ( "
(   % 8     
8 (   (  ( 
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MERCURY AND OTHER HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS

Tom Pelton/CBF Staff

The burning of coal releases over 70 harmful chemicals, many of which are carcinogens or
can harm brain development in children.50 People who are exposed to these pollutants in
                    
problems, such as damage to their immune, pulmonary, nervous, and reproductive systems.51
According to ODEC data contained in its application to the Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality for an air pollution control permit, the proposed plant would release
6,800 pounds of benzene annually, as well as 2,200 pounds of arsenic, and 440 pounds
of hexavalent chromium,52  >/     #53,54,55 Each
year, the plant’s stacks would also release 1,282 pounds formaldehyde,56 a probable human
carcinogen.57 The plant would vent 356,000 pounds of hydrochloric acid gas,58 which is
“Let’s say it bluntly: corrosive to the eyes and skin and can cause coughing and ulceration of the throat and
     lungs.59 Another emission would be 921 pounds a year of lead dust,60 which can settle onto
power plants kills people.” the ground and expose young children to neurological damage and other health risks.61

!} )?%
Director of the Rural Health
Research Center at
U #&[(  )

Perhaps the biggest threat to children, however, would come from the plant’s release of
up to 44 pounds of mercury every year.62 Mercury can cause mental disabilities or loss
of intelligence in children who are exposed to enough of it. Usually the exposure comes
                     
  #63 An astonishingly small amount of mercury can cause harm. Approximately
one gram per year (.002 of a pound) is capable of contaminating a 20-acre lake and making
         #64
Mercury is a naturally occurring element in coal, and coal-burning power plants are the
single largest source of mercury air emissions in the U.S., accounting for about 41 percent
of mercury pollution.65 Mercury rises from smokestacks into the atmosphere, and falls
back down into waterways with rain, snow, or soot particles. Mercury is transformed
into a more toxic form (called methyl mercury) by microorganisms in wetlands and
bottom sediments.66             #% 
                !   
that are consumed by people.67 Between 316,588 and 637,233 children a year in the U.S.
(or between 7.8 percent and 15.7 percent of all American children) are born with mercury
levels in their umbilical cord blood high enough to reduce their intelligence.68 That loss of
IQ is associated with lifetime reduced economic productivity worth about $8.7 billion a
year (with about $1.3 billion of this loss attributable to mercury pollution just from U.S.
power plants, and the rest to industrial and other types of emissions around the globe.)69
Mercury pollution is associated with 1,566 cases of mental disabilities a year in the U.S.,
which costs society about $2 billion a year for health care, special education, and other
services.70 Two hundred and thirty-one of these cases of mental disabilities, and about
$289 million a year in health and education costs, are associated with mercury pollution
from American power plants.71
Mercury contamination is so widespread in Virginia that 1,344 miles of rivers and 38,493
acres of lakes across the state72 are listed by the federal and state governments as impaired
by this toxic metal. As a result, the Virginia Department of Health has warned people to
      ^  !     * L !
Nottoway River, Great Dismal Swamp Canal, and Dragon Run Swamp.73 An analysis of
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the proposed ODEC power plant performed for the Chesapeake Bay Foundation by Dr.
K#/   =*=  !     !     
the mercury from the plant would fall on these already contaminated areas and further
contribute to the mercury pollution in them, with the greatest concentration falling around
Hampton Roads.74

     7(   (% (  
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A COAL MINER’S PLEA TO BURY COAL
" U  ( -9  )&+( 
' &9 - )%U #&%' 
') !9   &(   
  '%  !
-%    (+ !-   
been cleared of trees and dynamited. Down the road, the
windows of abandoned homes are shattered and doors
hang open. The setting sun illuminates what looks like a
golden cloud of smoke.
“You see all the dust in the air up here?” he asks.
Richard has a good reason to be worried about coal dust.
  +-&  %     
'!5< )'- -)-& -99  
lungs, with big handfuls of dust, because their lungs were
deteriorating,” he says.
&| -   (  - 
by mountaintop coal mining. He inhales deeply, and
concludes: “If we could put a man on the moon, we can
-9'   ( - &)!@
This miner’s call for clean energy may sound like it is
coming a long way from the Chesapeake Bay. But in reality,
 & '( ) ( 
streams. The burning of coal to generate electricity is a
 --)9- %'     3 
in the Bay and many of its tributaries. Smokestacks also
contribute nitrogen to the nation’s largest estuary, which
 &+ '?)&| !

<  &   _ 3& & 9( 
 - =7 99 39'
9 %#&!< 9 '-+- 
Appalachian bituminous coal, according to ODEC’s
application for a permit. That means the generator
'-- + U #& 
Richard White.
!} )?%  "- 
"    U #&[(  )%- 
that coal mining contributes up to 10,000 premature
deaths a year across the Appalachian states. These
 ?9 (% &+- ~ +)%
& )?7 99) %&
 
 )9. (  
9-+  [!Z!`-+ Z(7 -!
 + &  -)3(  
?9 (  &7 )  3&%
if public health costs are considered.
!)?   -  9'
9 '-) 99' (
mining communities, like Richard White, as well as people
#&' '- - 9 7 9- !
5; 7  ) +- )`- 39'9 
 99%@!)? !56'  ( &
 - )  (  %'% )%
geothermal energies, it would be healthier for the people,
+  ( %'- 9( 
power we need to run our economy.”
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CARBON DIOXIDE
With its low-lying topography, extensive coastlines, and dense populations near the water,
the Chesapeake Bay region is one of the most vulnerable in the country to sea-level rise
caused by climate change.75 As many as 807,720 people in the region live on land that
is a meter (3.2 feet) or less above sea level.76 The sea level in the Bay has been rising at a
relative rate of about one to two feet per century.77 Increasing global temperatures have
been melting glaciers and ice sheets, and warmer temperatures expand the volume of
water.78 This problem is compounded in the Chesapeake region by a sinking of the land
here.79 Roughly half of the relative sea-level rise around the Bay is due to natural land
subsidence80 caused by a delayed geological reaction to the retreat of glaciers more than
`^!___  !  
     *  9 !
and other factors.
The ODEC plant would contribute to sea-level rise in a small but real way by releasing
about 11.7 million tons of carbon dioxide every year.81     !
   !              
and causing temperature and weather shifts around the globe.82 Coal plants produce
more than one third of carbon dioxide emissions from the U.S.83 It would be impossible
                !'!    
however, each new coal plant contributes more to a global problem. The World Health
Organization has estimated that climate change causes more than 150,000 deaths a
year, including heart attacks triggered by heat waves, and malnutrition from droughts
and crop failures.84
An analysis by the National Wildlife Foundation concluded that a two-foot rise in sea level
over the next century would sweep away 69 percent of the Chesapeake Bay’s beaches,
and 58 percent of the Atlantic beaches in the region.85 The disappearances of beaches
could harm, among other things, the region’s large tourism industry, which is worth $32
billion a year to Virginia and Maryland.86/         '
167,000 acres of undeveloped dry land and 161,000 acres of brackish marsh around
the Bay.87%    *            '!
         !88 which could hurt the region’s
! ! !  
   #|    *   
value of wetland ‘functions’—what they do to create environmental value—but few
people take the next step to recognize that these wetland functions produce economic
  !}     !   $ #89
In southeastern Virginia, an estimated 10 percent of developed land in the Hampton/
{ *       '^`__    { `#
foot rise in sea levels.90
In part because of its low elevation and heavy development along the water, the Hampton
L     *     '!    
Pennsylvania State University researchers.91 Rising sea levels worsen the damage from
    '#92 With a two-foot rise in sea level, more than half (409 of 744)
K L?|    } !   !   !  !
  *  '          #93 Additional greenhouse
gas pollution could mean increased sea-level rise, which would make future storms
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Wetlands Watch

even more harmful. “The messages from this analysis are clear: Hurricane storm surge
presents a considerable hazard to the inhabitants of Hampton Roads,” Dr. Brent Yarnal
and his colleagues at Penn State wrote.94 “Moreover, future sea-level rise, population
  !               *
    '#}

+ (     %       
    (8    ("%(  ( (
"5 
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})    %#&%  
 (  - '  - 
=7 99 39'9 !
 )% '(% -&&  ' !+-   
' %  '(%#&%  
9   ) &% +&
lesson.

& #
Station opened outside
    
town lost population
and unincorporated
  (
its school, restaurant,
 %

Tom Pelton/CBF Staff

A TALE OF TWO CITIES

= +-  9  +-  (`'
Z  - - (!})99
the slowly depopulating community hoped the power
plant would turn the town’s fortunes around and boost its
)!-   9 9%  '(
continued to lose population, and its only school closed,
followed by its restaurant and grocery store.

middle of a residential neighborhood, behind a white
clapboard house with a picket fence and porch rockers.

)%(  '    )%
3    9 (&  '!

< 99   + )( - )!| 
of yard signs proclaiming “No Coal Plant!” face off against
signs reading “Cypress Creek Power Station Yes!”

6 &?

!

<     9& ( 
buildings, shattered windows, and abandoned homes in
' '( 7 - )+Z 9!
Carol Martin, the owner, recalled that there was an initial
surge of new business downtown during construction of
the power plant. But the economic surge quickly faded
when the builders left, she said.
“The people who built the power plant, they were telling
us all this stuff that was going to happen. But it didn’t
happen,” Martin said.
Martin has a message for the people in Dendron who see
 '7 + 39 !
“Just don’t get your hopes up too high,” Martin said, as
^99 -&  9&  3)+ 
(Z %'      !
%(%  %- ' '!
Once the home of a booming lumber mill, Dendron today
)  &+-  )7 ( 
Mart. The signs out front proclaim “Mountain Dew” and
5>;( -!@
“There is nothing here right now….But change is coming
with the power plant,” said Fred Moore, a longtime area
  %  & -  (& 9-9
in front of Bailey’s. “This power plant could bring in a lot of
people.”
; )% <'-99(|&
that will allow the construction of ODEC’s proposed Cypress
39'9 !6 9  &   
and federal permits, the plant would be built right in the

< 9 7      '-  & 
 U & }- %'3&() &
' -& #   %+9 3%
steepled church.

Q+)>3%' ' ( 
nearby, is one of those strongly opposed to the plant. “I
think it would be bad, because all the pollution that goes
up into the air will end up in our water and on our land,”
she said.
=&-     3-  9
(%9 +-  )9 `'Z  
'-++-   '%'  (
`'Z   - - (!
In a written statement on the company’s website, ODEC
)   -  (`'Z   
 & '  99- (!< 
'-9 - )(  )+- 
100 people left, roughly half the number as in the 1990
Census.
< ^&   5' -   - 
 &-    (
99 -   ' %@ '  - &
highway, according to the ODEC statement.
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the sharp disappointment she and many others felt when
9& 9'9  (-9  
promise to lift the community.
“We hoped that the plant was going to bring people into
town, and build the town up. But it did not do it,” said
Newcomb, speaking outside the darkened windows and
9&9   " 7 " - (!
“A lot of the workers they brought in from outside of
(@ '  9 %'+ !5Z  
way, they didn’t help us.”
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CONCLUSION
The ODEC power company claims that building the Cypress Creek Power Station would
 {   #@   !    9   #%    
soot particles released by the burning of coal would trigger heart attacks, premature deaths,
and hundreds of millions of dollars in medical bills. The ozone would make it harder for the
region to meet federal air-pollution standards, and could reduce the availability of federal
     #%    '$      
risk of tainting the Blackwater River and drinking water supplies with toxic metals. The
  '      ?*   *         
disabilities in children. The greenhouse gases would add to the global problem of sealevel rise, which already threatens Hampton Roads and many other coastal communities.
@ !                 !
death, and environmental harm that the people of the Chesapeake Bay region should not
be forced to pay.
The Virginia Department of Environmental Quality and the federal government should
say no to the proposed facility, and yes to the health and wealth of its citizens. The state
        {   9      ! *
to a future of clean, renewable energy.
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